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Executive summary
This document presents the final version of the I3 methodology framework for the impact
assessment of Convergence and Social Media. The assessment framework has been designed
for, and in conjunction with, ICT-19 projects. The I3 methodology outlined here is the result of
a year and half process, during which the project team developed a first version of the
methodology (D2.1, “Brief description of methodology”). Then, the first version of the tool was
discussed with ICT-19 projects during the first I3 Workshop in Brussels in July 2016. Afterwards
the methodology was modified according to the projects feedback and the final methodology
and final version of the toolkit were presented to the projects during the I3 webinars held in
Fabruary 2017 where 13 people from ICT 19 projects have participated. The webinar were held
by Francesco Bellini and Iana Dulskaia (Eurokleis)Projects had already the access to the toolkit
and had the possibility to explore it.
The I3 methodology follows a quali-quantitative approach to impact assessment and builds on
principles of Cost-Benefit analysis and of Multi-Criteria analysis. These two methods are seen
as complementary, as they assist to frame both qualitative and quantitative impacts that can be
represented in monetary terms as well as impacts that need to be described in non-monetary
terms (such as social impact). The European Commission’s Innovation Radar methodology is
a methodological framework that informs the I3 methodology. It is and assessment framework
for ranking innovations and for ranking of innovators. Also the Business Model Canvas
approach is deployed in the multi-criteria analysis, mainly in order to create the economic
section of the assessment. It investigates the structure of building blocks (customers, value
proposition, resources, processes, business plan) of a sustainable business model.
Combining these aspects, the I3 methodology will be used to analyse the ICT-19 projects and
the Convergence and Social Media domain at an aggregated level by using three synthetic
indices: social impact, economic impact and innovation impact.
Also, the I3 methodology follows an input-output- outcome-impact model so that each variable
can be associated with this model.
The I3 methodology primarily addresses on-going impact assessment with the aim of informing
projects about potential impacts of proposed outputs and the readiness to have a sustainable
market deployment. While it can be used for assessing project impacts also after the funding
period has ended (ex-post), it stresses that – throughout the I3 project – the methodology will
be adopted by on-going ICT-19 projects rather than (similar) projects that may have ended
already.
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Introduction
This document describes the final version of the 3 methodology for social, economic and
innovation impact as well as self-assessment for ICT-19 projects in the Social Media and
Convergence domain.
The I3 methodology is a quali-quantitative methodology for impact self-assessment, which
builds on previous experiences in impact self-assessment of European projects (SEQUOIA1,
ERINA+2, MAXICULTURE3 and IA4SI4 projects mainly) by integrating them with Innovation
Radar5 and the Business Model6. The I3 methodology specifically targets on-going impact
assessment but can also be used for evaluating project impact after the end of their activities
(ex-post) method.
The I3 methodology incudes three indices which are social impact, economic impact,
innovation.
The deliverable is structured as follows: Chapter 2 summarises the theoretical introduction to
the domain under assessment as presented in D3.1, it frames the I3 methodology in the context
of impact assessment approaches, delineates main challenges and describes the process
followed for developing the I3 methodology. Chapter 3 presents the I3 indices, their
subcategories, indicators and variables. Chapter 4 describes the process through which the
indices are build and the normalisation process. Chapter 5 explains the data gathering process
and introduces, in a synthetic way, the I3 toolkit.
Annex presents all the indicators and variable composing the I3 methodology with the related
questions for project coordinators and partners.

1

For an overview of the SEQUOIA methodology and results see Passani et all, 2014. The compete methodology is described
in Monacciani et all, 2011 and a practical approach to its usage is described in Monacciani et all, 2012.
2 The ERINA+ Methodology and related tools is described in Passani et all, (2013)
3

The MAXICULTURE methodology is described in Passani et all, 2014.
www.ia4si.eu
5
Information about the Innovation Radar can be found under https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/innovation-radar. (De
Prato et al, 2015).
6
http://www.businessmodelcanvas.com
4
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1. Finalising the I3 methodology
1.1. Convergence and Social Media – the state of the
art
The term convergence in the digital and creative industries domain means to denote the
technical convergence of communication networks and protocols. Media convergence is thus
a process that is not a displacement of so-called old media, but rather the interaction between
different media forms and platforms (Jenkins, 2006). It is regarding as cooperation and
collaboration between previously unconnected forms and platforms of media. This process
facilitates the further convergence of markets, industries and service provisions. In technical
terms, it becomes easier to repurpose, or, modify intellectual property for multiple media and
create new connections between distinct media ‘spaces’ or associated ‘experiences’. The term
is often interchanged with ‘transmedia’, ‘crossmedia’, ‘intermedia’ or ‘360 degree content’ and
‘multiplatform content’ (see D 2.1)
Social media is a widely used umbrella term that refers to the set of tools, applications, and
services that enable people to interact with others using network technologies such as personal
computers, smart-phones, tablets, and network capable televisions. Facilitated by user friendly
and attractively priced (or free) software technologies, social media sites on the Internet are “all
forms of digital culture, networked in technology and collaborative in principle” (Uricchio, 2004,
p. 86). Social media also describes a convergence of production, distribution, and consumption
practices, a blending of user creativity, collaboration, and sharing.
However, the dynamics underpinning the intricacies of social media convergence – such as
how social media convergence develops in relation to other (social) media, technological
architectures, and the sociocultural logic guiding its performance – warrants a view of social
media convergence as a dynamic process embedding both a techno- cultural construct and
socioeconomic structure (van Dijck, 2013). Regarding these dynamics, a user-centric or a
network-centric analytical framework can be adopted (Langlois, 2013). The former focusses on
the linkage between technology and empowerment, highlighting the centrality of people
supported by (social) media in creation and exchange practices, fostering new ways of
expression, meanings, representations etc. While the latter focusses on the technical elements
of the infrastructure vis-à-vis political and economic dynamics, i.e. networked conditions and
regulations underpinning the dispersion of information on the internet.
This entails that the ecosystem of social media and convergence is not clear-cut, but consists
of and affects diverse aspects of social, political and economic life as well as technology itself.
Sociality brought about the emergence and adoption of an increasingly large number of
platforms and sizes of user bases have yielded a complex ecosystem where both community
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dynamics and commerce are constantly intersecting.
The review of the research projects in this domain, as presented in D3.1, shows that the aspects
highlighted here are highly applicable for I3. To begin with, the term of ‘multiplatform’ increasingly used as a more ‘neutral’ meta-term to replace all the various others with their
slightly different connotative implications – describes well the central objectives of a majority of
the projects: creating multi-device integrated media experiences.
From a content perspective, social media convergence has been approached as a vehicle for
user-generated content. Also in this regard, the reviewed projects demonstrate the significance.
This user-created content draws attention to what people dis/like, their opinions and
engagements, and so forth, and tends to offer a building ground for group forming and
community building as well as to offer valuable insights into trends and consumer preferences.
Also, the fact that battles over ‘good content’ among users and owners are commonplace is
reflected in the workings, or operationalisations, of the reviewed research projects. Content
owners impose rules and guidelines about what is appropriate or legally allowed, touching
intellectual property issues. This is a decisive aspect for the increasing of impact of research
results, as it is envisioned by I3.
Lastly, but arguably most important, monetisation strategies and business models more
generally, need to be covered thoroughly by I3 methodology. Corporations constantly look for
new ways of monetizing online creativity and sociality (selling virtual products, subscriptions,
advertising, (meta) data etc.) and research veers between viewing monetizing strategies as a
static exploitation model and as dynamic facilitator in the process of shaping sociality and
creativity. In this context, associated issues such as ownership structures are very relevant to
keep in mind and can underpin various examinations of the I3 project.

1.2.

Scope and Challenges for I3 Impact assessment

This paragraphdescribes the I3 methodology in a broader context. In particular, it describes
main methodological pillars used. As already said, the I3 methodology was developed starting
from previous European project experiences in the field of impact assessment such as
SEQUOIA, ERINA+, MAXICULTURE and IA4SI. The methodologies developed for these
projects have been developed in accordance with the EC. They thus represent the foundation
of the overall I3 framework and offer decisive lessons learned, which are being incorporated in
the I3 as described in chapter 2. While supported by previous experiences, I3’s indicators and
variables are tailored to the Convergence and Social media domain. The aim of the I3 selfassessment methodology is to enable ICT-19 projects to evaluate the potential impact of the
innovations developed during their lifetime through a specific software tool. The impact is
measured not only in terms of socio-economic benefits for participating partners and the
society, but also in terms of capability of participating projects to act as real innovators and build
sustainable business models. The self-assessment activity is thus also preparatory to
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subsequent phases of the I3 project where investors’ attraction and acceleration of business
initiatives is addressed.

1.3.

The Impact Value Chain

International Association for Impact Assessment (IAIA) defines impact as “the difference
between what would happen with the action and what would happen without it”. The impact
assessment strategy for I3 allows estimating the impact of each project responding to three
main questions:
•

What is the difference that a project makes?

•

Why is the project relevant and for whom?

•

How much difference does the project make?

Referring to literature (European Commission, 2012b: 119), the first issue that needs to be
taken into account is the time in which the impact is observable. Following the EC (2012b), only
after two to five years after the end of the project it is possible to measure its impact. However,
this is not applicable for I3 due to the fact that all project activities need to be performed in
parallel with the projects. For this reason, I3 will analyse and will be focused on expected
impacts.
The analysis of expected impacts will be conducted in line with the strategy developed by
Ebrhaim and Rangan (2010) in the value chain approach, also called logic chain (see Figure 1).
Generally, the process that has to be followed is the mapping of inputs, the outputs, the
outcomes and, finally, the expected impacts of the project.

Figure 1: Logic model. Ebrahim and Rangan

The logic model it is possible to identify 5 clusters that need to be analysed in order to derive a
measure of impact: inputs, activities, outputs, outcomes and impacts.
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1. Inputs: the key tangibles (monetary) and intangibles (non-monetary) investments made
in a project. Investment can be several and variegated such as: funds, equipment,
technical expertise, but can also be related to knowledge. This preliminary analysis will
be conducted by I3 relevant inputs according to all projects.
2. Activities: specific programs or actions that the analysed project is undertaking. In the
case of the projects observed within I3 this will be the development of technologies,
piloting activities performed, involvement of stakeholders, workshops etc.
3. Outputs: tangible and intangible products and services that are the result of activities.
Describing outputs means describing observable results of a project such as the number
of published scientific papers, the number of pilots implemented, the number of
developed policy recommendations, etc. They need to be constantly monitored during
the project lifecycle.
4. Outcomes: specific changes in behaviours and affected by the delivery of services and
products created by the projects. Analysing outcomes means analysing the short-time
effect the project asserts on its stakeholders. The main difference between outcomes
and impact is the time frame in which they can be observed: outcomes are short-term
effects while impacts are long-term effects. The I3 methodology develops a set of
variables that merge outcomes and expected impact assuring the possibility to map both
outcomes and expected impacts.
5. Impacts: benefits in the social media convergence domain and for the society as a whole
as a result of the project outcomes. Impacts are the difference made by an activity after
the outputs interact with society and the economy.

1.4.

Main Methodological Approaches

As it was mentioned in 1.2 paragraph I3 is a project that has incorporated the methodologies
used in SEQUOIA, ERINA+, MAXICULTURE, IA4SI projects adding to them the features of the
Innovation Radar and Business Model Canvas approaches.
From the Evalsed manual (European Commission, 2012b), we selected two of the four main
approaches that are currently used for socio-economic impact assessments:
•
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Cost-Benefit Analysis (CBA): is aimed at evaluating the net economic impact
of a public project involving public investments. A CBA is used to determine if
project results are desirable and produce an impact on the society and
economy by evaluating quantitatively monetary values. CBA considers
externalities and shadow prices, allowing also the consideration of market
distortions. Usually, a CBA is used in ex-ante evaluations for the selection of
an investment of a project or in the ex-post evaluation in order to assess the
economic impact of project activities. In I3, this approach is used for analysing
the economic impact of Social media project. However, due to the non-profit
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•

nature of Social Media projects and considering their peculiarities in terms of
outputs, Cost-Benefit analysis is applied using willingness to pay and
willingness to donate as main monetary values.
Multi-Criteria Analysis (MCA): is used to evaluate non-monetary values of a
project and to compare and aggregate heterogeneous values (tangibles and
intangibles, monetary and non-monetary). A MCA combines different
decision-making techniques for assessing different impacts of the same
project. It is aimed at identifying the opinion expressed by all stakeholders and
end-users of a project in order to formulate recommendations and to identify
best practices. The MCA is used for evaluating social, political, environmental
and economic impacts that cannot be expressed in monetary terms (Mendoza
and Macoun, 1999; Mendoza and Martin, 2006).

The I3 methodology is grounded on the CBA and on the MCA in order to be able to describe
impact measurable in monetary terms and impact not measurable in monetary terms.
Given the aims of the I3 project, the self-assessment methodology also needs to include
aspects related to the capability of building sustainable business models and the innovation
capacity of projects. The I3 approach then includes and adapts the features the Business Model
Canvas and the Innovation Radar.
The Business Models Canvas was mainly deployed in order to create the economic section of
the assessment. It investigates the structure of the building blocks (customers, value
proposition, resources, processes, business plan) of a sustainable business model.
The Innovation Radar supports innovators in EU-funded projects by suggesting a range of
targeted actions to assist them in reaching their potential in the market. It is an initiative that
involves:
•

•
•
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Assessing the maturity of innovations developed within the FP7 and H2020
projects and identifying high potential innovators and innovations (using a
model developed by JRC-IPTS)
Providing guidance during the project duration in terms of the most appropriate
steps to reach the market
Supporting innovators through EU (and non-EU) funded entrepreneurship
initiatives to cover specific needs concerning networking, access to finance,
Intellectual Property Rights, etc.
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2.

I3 methodology

This chapter outlines the I3 indices, indicators and variables. They are used for describing and
quantifying outputs, outcomes and impacts of Convergence and Social Media projects. The
indices described here correspond to the operational definition of the expected impact of
Convergence and Social Media projects (including of course ICT 19) projects.

2.1 Definition of the overall framework
As described in chapter 1, the I3 methodology has its foundations mainly in the Cost-Benefit
analysis, the Multi-criteria analysis integrated with the Business Model Canvas and the
Innovation Radar (IR) methodology. The assessment model is built by using indicators
proposed from the mentioned above techniques and adapting them to the I3 operational
context. The first version of SAT was presented in Brussels in July 2016 during the first I3
Workshop. Due to this opportunity I3 team had a chance to gather the first feedback on SAT
from the projects. Afterwards, some changes in SAT methodology took place. For instance, the
last version of the Innovation Radar was implemented in the assessment model. Then the final
version of the methodology and toolkit were presented to the projects during the webinar in
February 2017. The result of the final methodology is a framework that adopts 3 indexes related
to specific areas of impact and related sub categories, visualised in following Figure 2.

Social impact
• Impact on Education and
Human Capital
• Impact on Science and
Academia
• Impact on Employment
• Impact on Knowledge
Creation
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Economic impact
•Key partners
•Key Activities
•Key Resources
•Value Propositions
•Customer
•Channels
•Sustainability

Innovation impact
• Technology readiness
• Innovation readiness
• Market potential
• Innovation management
• Innovator's ability
• Innovator's environment
• Transferability
• General information
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Figure 2: I3 area impact indices and their sub-indices

It was decided to have separated, distinct transversal indices such as efficiency, effectiveness,
sustainability and innovativeness because they are already considered in the economic and
technological impacts.

2.2 Impact assessment areas
2.2.1 Economic impact
This area of impact and associated indices consider all relevant economic results that projects
develop in their lifetime. I3 provides an assessment of Convergence and Social Media projects
by focusing on their capability to produce economic, financial, organisational, impacts at the
level of projects partners and their stakeholders (micro level). The assessment is conceived in
order to help projects (and their partners) to identify a Value Proposition model and related
Business Model Canvas parameters that will be further discussed with the I3 team during the
project support activities. 7 subcategories are defined as follows.
Customers: this building block helps to better define the different groups of people or
organisations that the project outputs (good/services) aims to reach and serve. Customers
comprise the heart of any business model. In order to better satisfy customers, a company may
group them into distinct segments with common needs, common behaviour or other attributes.
This subcategory should help projects to answer a questions “For whom are we creating
value?”, “Who are our most important customers?”
Value propositions: this subcategory aims at helping projects to understand how goods and
services can create for their customer segment. The value proposition is the reason why
customers prefer one company to another. Value proposition is an aggregation of benefits that
a company offers to customers. Value proposition may be innovative and represent a new offer
or can already exist on the market but have an added features and attributes. This indicator will
help the projects to answer the following questions: “What value do we deliver to the
customer?”, “Which one of our customers’ problems we are trying to solve?”, “Which customer
needs are we satisfying?”
Channels: this section will allow projects to understand and choose a better way of
communication and achievement of their customer segments in order to deliver a value
proposition. Channels serve several functions, including 1. raising awareness among
customers about a company’s products and services; 2. Helping customers evaluate value
propulsion; 3. Allowing customers to purchase specific products and services; 4. Delivering a
value proposition to a customer; 5. Providing post-purchase customer support. I3 project will
help ICT-19 projects to answer the following questions: “Through which channels do our
customers segments want to be reached?”, “How are we reaching them now?”, “Which ones
are the most cost-efficient?”
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Key resources: this building block describes the most important assets required to make a
business model works. In this sub indicator, I3 team will help project to analyse their key
resources that allow creating and offering customer segments, reach markets, maintain
relationships with customer segments and earn revenue. During providing economic impact
assessment projects have to answer next questions: “What key resources do our value
propositions requires?”, “Our distribution channel?”, “Customer relationships?”, “Revenue
streams?”
Key activities: In this block, the I3 will help to evaluate the most important things a project must
do to make its business model work. Like key resources, they are required to create and offer
a value propulsion, reach market, maintain customer relationships and earn revenue.
Key partners: this subcategory should help to identify the network of suppliers and partners
that make a business model works. Companies create alliances to optimise their business
models, reduce risk, or acquire resources. Projects will have to answer the following questions:
“Who are our key partners?”, “Who are our key suppliers?”, “Which key resources are we
acquiring from partners?”
Sustainability: this indicator allows understanding if the projects results can be sustainable in
the 3-5 years perspective from the economic point of view.

2.2.2 Social impact
This area of impact and associated indices consider all social results that projects develop
during their lifetime. The SEQUOIA methodology provides that social impact is generally
divided into following subsections:
−
−
−
−

Impact on education and human capital
Impact on science and academia
Impact on employment
Impact on Knowledge Creation

Each of the categories is divided into subcategories that can be adapted in relation to the project
specifications. According to I3 aims, main areas of impact are listed according to the micro and
meso level will be mapped in relation to such areas.
•
•

At micro level, the aim is to understand changes occurred on the level of individual
projects and their users, and - to a certain extent –project partners.
At meso level, the aim is to investigate social relations at group and organisational level,
such as the impact on Social Media sector.

Moreover, taking into account the IR framework, it was examined the possibility to match IR
with the SEQUOIA methodology in relation to the social impact. It was derived that innovator
capacity assessment criteria takes into account the innovator’s environment. This point quite
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overlaps with the framework provided by the SEQUOIA methodology. For this reason, the
current methodology takes input from IR but enlarges it opening at other research questions
always related to the field of investigation, emphasising also points that are not stressed in the
IR methodology but that are relevant for I3 impact assessment methodology.
Impact on education and human capital
This subcategory investigates if and to what extent projects are working on the transfer of their
research results and, more generally, the knowledge produced by the projects to users, the
training system (the school system and universities) and to workers. With reference to human
capital, this term referring to the competencies, skills and abilities those workers have or acquire
through formal and informal education and on the job and that constitute one important
productive factor of any organisation (profit or not-for-profit). It is important to know if ICT 19
projects improve the human capital of their users and/or of the professionals working in the
projects.
Impact on science and academia
Under this subcategory information about the projects’ outputs in terms of knowledge creation
and on the channels they use for transferring such knowledge outside the ICT 19 domain are
gathered. It investigates the scientific impact of projects and their capability to make their
research results available to a wide audience. This is in fact the condition for reaching an impact
in the scientific domain, on academia and beyond. Through this subcategory it is also possible
to see if the projects are able to support new research or positively influence the researchrelated working routines (Passani et al, 2014).
This subcategory rely on the following three dimensions:
•
•
•

Knowledge production
Knowledge sharing
Impact on research processes and academia

Impact on employment
Through this subcategory I3 analyses two related impacts: on one hand, it investigates if and
to what extent projects contributes to the creation of new job places and, on the other hand, it
sees if and how their outputs will change the working routines of their users and stakeholders.
I3 team considers this subcategory as relevant even if these impacts occur, generally, after the
end of EU projects, when and if the product/service developed by the projects is exploited. In
this sense, the creation of start-ups is already a good proxy of a possible positive impact on
employment. This subcategory also identifies the contribution of the project to improve the
working practices of social innovation institutions and of the third sector.
Impact on Knowledge Creation
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This subcategory analyses what scientific outputs the projects provides such as articles, books
chapters. What are the main topics that were covered by the publications. It also investigates
how many IPRs were developed by the projects, how many policy recommendations were
proposed as well as number of pilots developed.

2.2.3 Innovation impact
Technological impact is related to the impact of project outputs on improving the state of the
art, products and services, also outside of the observed domain. We analyse product, service
and organisational innovation due to the technological outputs of the projects.
In order to create this area of impact I3 team has used the Innovation Radar methodology,
which consist of the following indicators:
Innovation readiness: Innovation readiness criterion relates to the technical maturity of an
evolving innovation. It aims to define the development phase of the innovation, e.g.
conceptualization, experimentation or commercialisation. It also takes into account the steps
that were taken in order to prepare innovation for commercialisation, e.g. prototyping,
demonstration or testing activities or a feasibility study, and to secure the necessary
technological resources, e.g. skills, to bring the innovation to the market. In addition, this
criterion considers the development stage of an innovation and the time to its potential
commercialisation.
Innovation management: Innovation Management criterion addresses the issue of the project
consortium and its commitment to bring an innovation to the market, an element that is often
seen as the most important success indicator of a technology venture. This concept aims to
research or confirm the capability of the project’s development and/or management team to
execute the necessary steps to transforming a novel technology or research results into a
marketable product and, finally, to prepare its commercialisation. These steps may include, for
example, clarifying the related ownership and IPR issues, preparing a business plan or market
study, securing capital investment from public and/or private sources, or engaging an end-user
in the project.
Market potential: Market potential criterion relates to the demand and supply side of an
innovation. Regarding the demand side, it concerns the prospective size of the market for a
product and the chances of its successful commercialisation. Its aim is to assess how the
product satisfies a market sector and to indicate that there is potential customer base. With
respect to the supply side, it aims to assess whether there are potential barriers, e.g. regulatory
frameworks or existing IPR issues, which could weaken the commercial exploitation of an
innovation. In the current undertaking, the focus is placed on the supply side. This is mostly
related to the fact that information on markets for individual innovations is not available.
Innovator's ability: Innovator's ability relates to the innovation performance of an individual
organization that is seen as the key organization behind an innovation. The ability of an
organization is measured mainly by its innovative output within the FP7 activities. By output it
means the number of innovations each organization contributes to and the potential of these
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innovations, where the innovation potential is a product of the innovation potential assessment.
In addition, while assessing innovator's ability, factors such as a reviewer's opinion about an
innovator's potential or the innovator's independence in fulfilling the market potential of an
innovation are taken into account.
Innovator's environment: the innovator's environment criterion aims to capture the overall
conditions which an innovator faces. It is mainly related to the overall composition and activity
of partner organizations, the performance of the project in terms of innovation and the
commitment of relevant partners to exploiting the innovation. Moreover, it also takes into
account the presence of organizations that are directly interested in applying or exploiting the
innovations, e.g. end-users. It is assumed that a positive environment overall will have a positive
spill over effect for the innovator and vice-versa.
A part of the subindicators adopted from the Innovation Radar I3 team added other 3
subindicators: transferability, general questions and technology readiness.
Transferability: takes into consideration the external developers contributes to the
development of the services or products, number of downloads of the open source outputs. It
also takes into consideration the technology readiness level.
General questions: collects the general information about the number of researchers involved
in the project, if the project uses the internal monitoring besides the reviews presented by the
EC, risk assessment system, if the project plan to sell their outputs.
Technology readiness: analyses if the projects have the mechanism for gathering a feedback
from the users. If the projects provide a research on users’ needs and the potential use of their
technologies, can the external actors access the technology.
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3.

Construction of indices

This chapter describes how the quantitative, numerical variables, are used by the SelfAssessment Toolkit SAT for the impact assessment of ICT-19 projects.
The indicators considered have different measurement units such as monetary value, years,
yes/no, relative values, 1 to 6 points Likert scale.
As regards the Likert scale, existing literature tested the usage of 5 to 7 points Likert scales
showing that these scales are almost indifferent in terms of statistical meaning even if wider
scales are slightly preferable because the data can have a higher variability. Within the I3
assessment model it was decided to use a 6 points Likert scale because with the 6 points scale
it is possible to avoid the case where the respondent uses the choice in the middle (3 in a 5
points scale) when she/he is undecided on the right value. Moreover, for some Likert scale
there is the option “not applicable” in order to have a clear interpretation of grade 1 which may
be used, otherwise, when the question is not considered applicable or relevant.
Taking into account the specificities of the social media context and the fact that the projects
are developing really different outputs, the I3 team has decided to include the additional option
“Not Applicable” also for non-Likert indicators in order to allow projects to decide whether or not
the question is applicable to its specific case. If the user selects the “not applicable” option, the
variable/indicator does not concur to the assessment calculation.
Some variables foresee a yes or no value. Some of these variables do not concur in the
assessment as they are associated to questions that have a filtering function. Some other
yes/no variables, however, concur and in this case a numerical value is associated to the
options Yes or Not.
The details about variables, scores and indicators are provided in the Annexes of this
document.

Normalisation and aggregation of indicators value
The first part of the report shows the synthetic project index and the aggregated indices for
innovation, economic and social impacts (Figure 3). All these indices are expressed in relative
values with a 1-100 scale.
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Figure 3: Total project score

This approach was chosen in order to make the values on each indicator as easily comparable
as possible.
The other sections of the SAT report visualise two types of results in absolute values for each
declared output:
•
•

the sum of all sub indicators composing the indicator
the average score of each sub-impact

The answer to each question of the SAT attributes an absolute value to the variable that forms
a sub-indicator as it can be seen in the following figure where the variable BMC2_Newness
contributes to the Value proposition indicator:
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Value Proposition
Code Variable

Answer

Value

Answer
Value

Assessment
Value

0
0
1
0,25
BMC2_Newness
2e3
0,5
2e3
0,5
4e5
0,75
6
1
Figure 4: Variable value assignment example

The scores obtained are summed in order to form an indicator (absolute value).
The overall result of the project is an average of all the impacts’ averages putting together and
divided by the number of impacts (see the Figure 4)
Observed values of each indicator are transformed to the scale between 0 and 100 in the
following way:

After the normalisation, indices are then expressed in a 0-100 scale and the results obtained
can be interpreted as follows in Figure 5.

0 - 25

26 - 40

41 - 60

61 - 80

81-100

Poor

Fair

Good

Very good

Excellent

Figure 5: Projects' assessment results
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4.

Data Gathering Process and Assessment Outcomes

This chapter introduces a new topic related to the methodology regarding how the needed
information for the impact assessment are being collected. I3 gathers data from projects. By
using the toolkit, projects are not only able to enter data, but also to see the results of their
assessment in real time, to save those results and compare them over time. The data gathered
through the I3 Self-Assessment Toolkit will not only be used by the ICT-19 projects for their
self-assessments, but also by the I3 team.

Self-Assessment Toolkit (SAT)
SAT allows the acquisition of project information (Figure 6). It has been structured to guide the
users in gathering the information with simple wizard (a guided procedure). The I3 team
designed and developed the tool by dedicating particular attention to user experience in order
to make the tool as simple and intuitive as possible.
The tool is used by project coordinators and by project partners. In order to access the
dedicated online tool for data gathering, projects coordinators received a username and a
password, then entered the information needed and, thirdly, were able to ask to specific
partners (one or more) to fill-in specific sections. The wizard interface guides the user through
the sections of information acquisition, at the end of which the user can set the parameters for
the assessment and launch the project assessment.
The first sections are the focal point of the tool: they enable and give shape to all the other
sections. In the first session, the user has to provide basic information about the project (project
budget, start date, end date, previous experience in the Convergence and Social Media
domain, information about the consortium, etc.), its stakeholders and the expected impacts. In
this section, in fact, the user (project coordinator) has to rate the relevance of the four areas of
impacts for the project and their sub-areas. The project coordinator do it by ranking in order of
relevance the "icons" related to the impacts: economic impact, social impact, technological
impact and impact on convergence and social media and by following a similar process for the
sub-areas/domains. In the second section, he/she listed the main outputs of the project. These
two sections are fundamental because they dynamically generate the other sections of the
questionnaire, used to gather information about the single outcomes and impacts. I this way,
each project see only those sections and questions that are relevant for them.
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Figure 6: SAT introductory section

The users can modify the information filled in these sections at any time by adding or removing
output, or changing the order of importance of the impacts, changing therefore the results of
his assessment. The relevance the project coordinators attribute to each area of impact create
a weighting system that personalized the I3 methodology to project priorities. In fact, not all the
projects expect to have the same degree of impact on all the three areas.
The central sections of the tool gather information about specific outcomes and impact showing
quantitative closed questions, Likert scales and qualitative open questions.
The last section of the tool shows the result of the impact assessment, i.e. the expected impact
of the project under analysis. It provides the information about the project result in general as
well as detailed information about each area of impact in particular.
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Figure 7: SAT impact assessment report

In order to facilitate the comprehension of results the SAT report section uses visual graphic
tools as it can be seen in the figure 7 and 8.
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Figure 8: SAT impact assessment analysis

Figure 8 represents a Business Model Canvas for each output declared in the section Output.
It helps projects to have a whole idea of their business.
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Conclusions
The present deliverable describes the final version of the I3 methodology for Social media and
Convergence impact assessment. The methodology focuses in particular on the Convergence
and Social Media domain, and it allows delivering a quali-quantitative assessment of the
project’s value chain. The methodology identifies three areas of impact (social, economic and
innovation) and the explanation of the construction and normalization of the indicators. The
methodology is supported by the Self-Assessment Toolkit that helps to develop single project
assessments.
The present methodology is the result of a scientific background integrated with a highly
participatory approach and a long period of testing of the toolkit.
This does not imply that the methodology is meant to be a static tool: further use could and
should lead to a constant update of the methodology itself. Through this work, IA4SI aimed to
set a robust baseline for any future development in this field and to offer a concrete instrument
to future ICT 19 to be used.
The final version of the methodology and toolkit were presented to the ICT 19 projects during
the webinar held in February 2017. All the projects achieved their personal credentials and
already using the toolkit.
During the data gathering process ICT19 projects will be supported by the I3 team that will
organise online conference call and webinars on a regular base.
The SAT7 will remain available to ICT19 projects after the end of the I3 lifetime.

7

http://toolkit.i3project.eu/toolkit/
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Annex 1 – Economic Impact
Value Proposition
Code Variable

Questions

Answers

Which one of your customer's
problems are you helping to solve?
Which bundles of products and
services are your offering to each
Customer Segment? Which customer
needs are your satisfying?

0
1
2e3
4e5
6
0
1
2e3
4e5
6
0
1
2e3
4e5
6
0
1
2e3
4e5
6
0
1
2e3
4e5
6
0
1
2e3
4e5
6
0
1
2e3
4e5

BMC2_Newness

BMC2_Performance

BCM2_Customization

BMC2_JobDone

BMC2_Design

BMC2_BrandStatus

BMC2_Price
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Value
0
0,25
0,5
0,75
1
0
0,25
0,5
0,75
1
0
0,25
0,5
0,75
1
0
0,25
0,5
0,75
1
0
0,25
0,5
0,75
1
0
0,25
0,5
0,75
1
0
0,25
0,5
0,75
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6
0
1
2e3
4e5
6
0
1
2e3
4e5
6
0
1
2e3
4e5
6
0
1
2e3
4e5
6
0
1
2e3
4e5
6

BMC2_RiskReduction

BMC2_CostReduction

BMC2_Accessibility

BMC2_Convenience

BMC2_Other

BMC2_Specification

1
0
0,25
0,5
0,75
1
0
0,25
0,5
0,75
1
0
0,25
0,5
0,75
1
0
0,25
0,5
0,75
1
0
0,25
0,5
0,75
1

no answer

0

answer

1

Customers
Code Variable
BMC1 Segment

BMC1 Type
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Questions
Which are your customers?

Market Type?

Answers

Value

no answer

0

answer

1

no answer

0

answer

1
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BMC1 Size

Market size?

BMC5_InitialMS

Initial Market Share % ?

BMC5_AnnualMI

Annual Market Increment % ?

BMC5_RevenueType

Revenue Type ?

BMC5_Price

Price?

no answer

0

answer

1

no answer

0

answer

1

no answer

0

answer

1

no answer

0

answer

1

no answer

0

answer

1

Key Resources
Code Variable

Questions

BMC_6_Name
What Key Resources do your
Value Propositions require?

Answers

Value

no answer

0

answer

1

no answer

0

answer

1

BMC_6_Type

Key Activities
Code Variable
BMC_7_Name
BMC_7_Type

- 30 -

Questions

Answers
no answer

What Key Activities do your Value
answer
Propositions require?
no answer

Value
0
1
0
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answer

1

Key Partners
Code Variable

Questions

Answers

BMC_8_Name

BMC_8_Area
Please indicate partners external to
the Consortium
BMC_8_Description

BMC_8_Reason

Value

no answer

0

answer

1

no answer

0

answer

1

no answer

0

answer

1

no answer

0

answer

1

Channels
Code Variable

Questions

BMC_3_RaiseAwareness

How will you raise awareness about your products and
services?

BMC_3_HelpCustomers

How will you help customers to evaluate your Value
Proposition?

BMC_3_CustomerPurchase

BMC_3_ValueProposition

BMC_3_PostSellSupport

- 31 -

How will you allow customers to purchase specific
products and services?

How will you deliver your Value Proposition to customers?

How will you provide post-purchase customer support?

Answers

Value

answer

1

no
answer

0

no
answer

0

answer

1

no
answer

0

answer

1

no
answer

0

answer

1

no
answer

0

answer

1
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BMC3_CustomerSegment

How will you reach your Customer Segments?

no
answer

0

answer

1

Sustainability
Code Variable

Questions

Answers

Value

0
between 0 and
0,5

SUST_Costs

Please indicate the overall cost for
updating/maintaining this output after the end of
the project

0
1

between 0,6
and 0,75

2

between 0,76
and 1

3

between 1,1 and
1,25

4

between 1,26
and 1,5

5

more than 1,5

6

Annex 2 – Social Impact
Impact on Education and Human Capital
Code Variable

Questions

SO_TOOL_TRAINING

SO_SUPPORT_PERSONNEL_DEVELOPMENT

- 32 -

Please indicate the
number of tools for
education/training
developed by the project
To what extent do you
agree with the following
sentence: Our project
supports the personal

Answers

Value

0

0

≤3

0,5

more
than 3

1

≤2

0

3 or 4

0,25

5

0,75
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development of users, i.
e. character
development, critical
thinking and creative
problem-solving. Please
attribute a value from 1
to 6 where 1 is totally
disagree and 6 is totally
agree

SO_SKILLS_IMPROVEMENT

SO_CURRICULA

SO_POLICIES_EDUCATON

- 33 -

6

1

To what extent do you
agree with the following
sentence: Our project
improves the skills of
people employed within
the consortium. Please
attribute a value from 1
to 6 where 1 is totally
disagree and 6 is totally
agree

≤2

0

3 or 4

0,25

5

0,75

6

1

To what extent do you
agree with the following
sentence: Our project
influence changes in the
training curricula of
secondary and higher
education. Please
attribute a value from 1
to 6 where 1 is totally
disagree and 6 is totally
agree

≤2

0

3 or 4

0,25

5

0,75

6

1

≤2

0

3 or 4

0,25

5

0,75

To what extent do you
agree with the following
sentence: Our project
influence educational
polices. Please attribute
a value from 1 to 6
where 1 is totally
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disagree and 6 is totally
agree

SO_INVESTMENT_EDUCATION

To what extent do you
agree with the following
sentence: Our project
will have a positive
impact on users
investment in education
(i.e. Number of hours per
week spent on self study
or homework and
instruction time per
year). Please attribute a
value from 1 to 6 where
1 is totally disagree and
6 is totally agree

6

1

≤2

0

3 or 4

0,25

5

0,75

6

1

Impact on Science and Academia
Code Variable

Questions

Answers

Value

0
SO_NON_SELFCITATION_WORK

SO_INTERDISCIPLINARY_ACTIVITIES

Indicate the number of
non-self citation of the
works published
How would you rate the
relevance of
interdisciplinary activities
in your project? Please
attribute a value from 1 to
6 where 1 is no relevant
and 6 is absolutely relevant

0

<= 5

0,25

between 5 and 15

0,75

more than 15

1

<= 2

0

3 or 4

0,25

5

0,75

6
1
0

SO_TWITTER_FOLLOWER

- 34 -

Please indicate the number
of twitter followers

0

<= 100

0,25

between 100 and
350

0,5
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between 350 and
850
more than 850

1

SO_OPEN_ACCESS

Does you project follow an
Open access policy?

yes

1

no

0

yes

1

SO_MEDIA_SHARING

Do you use social media for
sharing project research
results?

no

0

0

0

SO_FACEBOOK_FRIENDS

SO_WEBSITE

Please indicate the number
of friends on Facebook or
equivalent in other social
platforms (i.e. Research
gate, Academia, LinkedIn,
etc.)

Do you use your project
website for sharing project
research results?

<= 100

0,25

between 100 and
350

0,5

between 350 and
850

0,75

more than 850

1

yes

1

no

0

0

0

<= 50
SO_NUM_DELIVEREABLE

Please indicate the
numbers of deliverables
downloaded from your
website up to now

0,25

between 50 and
100

0,5

between 100 and
200

0,75

more than 200

1

0

0

<= 50
SO_KNOW_NUM_ARTICLE

Do you know the number
of articles downloaded
from your website up to
now?

0,25

between 50 and
100

0,5

between 100 and
200

0,75

more than 200

- 35 -
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SO_NUM_EVENTS

SO_NUM_PARTECIPANT_EVENT

SO_NUM_ARTICLS_PUBLISHED

SO_TV_APPEARANCES

SO_NUM_EVENT_NOACADEMY

SO_NUM_PARTECIPANT_EVENT_NOACADEMY

SO_KNOWLEDGE_TRANSFER

- 36 -

Please indicate the number
of events in which your
research results have been
presented

Please indicate the average
number of people
participating in such events

Indicate the number of
articles published on nonspecialised magazines and
on newspapers

Indicate the number of TV
appearances

Please indicate the number
of events organised
addressing a non-academic
audience

Please indicate the average
number of people
participating in such events

To what extent do you
agree with the following
sentence: Our project
supports the knowledge
transfer between
universities/research

0

0

<= 5

0,25

between 5 and 15

0,75

more than 15

1

0

0

<= 30

0,25

between 31 and
75

0,75

more than 75

1

0

0

<= 5

0,25

between 5 and 15

0,75

more than 15

1

0

0

<= 5

0,5

more than 5

1

0

0

<= 5

0,25

between 5 and 15

0,75

more than 15

1

0

0

<= 30

0,25

between 31 and
75

0,75

more than 75

1

<= 2

0

3 or 4

0,25

5

0,75

6

1
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centres and social
innovation domain. Please
attribute a value from 1 to
6 where 1 is totally
disagree and 6 is totally
agree

SO_IMPROVE_RESEARCH_PROCESS

SO_PERFORM_RESEARCH_ACTIVITIES

SO_ACADEMY_INFLUENCE

- 37 -

To what extent do you
agree with the following
sentence: Our project will
improve research
processes within and
outside our consortium.
Please attribute a value
from 1 to 6 where 1 is
totally disagree and 6 is
totally agree

<= 2

0

3 or 4

0,25

5

0,75

6

1

To what extent do you
agree with the following
sentence: Our project
allows us to perform
research activities that
would otherwise have
been impossible. Please
attribute a value from 1 to
6 where 1 is totally
disagree and 6 is totally
agree

<= 2

0

To what extent do you
agree with the following
sentence: Our project
influence the everyday life
of academia institutions.
Please attribute a value
from 1 to 6 where 1 is
totally disagreeand 6 is
totally agree

3 or 4

0,25

5

0,75

6

1

<= 2

0

3 or 4

0,25

5

0,75

6

1
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Impact on Employment
Code Variable

SO_NUM_PERSON_RECRUITED

SO_NUM_PEOPLE_STILL_WORK

SO_NUM_YOUNG_RESEARCH_WORK

SO_NUM_NEWJOB_PLACES

SO_NEW_STARTUP

SO_IMPACT_ON_EMPLOYMENT

SO_INFLUENCE_PEOPLE_EMPLOYED

- 38 -

Questions

Answers

How many persons have
been recruited specifically
for the project under
assessment? Please use the
full stop and not commas
when indicating numbers
with decimal

0
<= 3

Out of this number, how
many people will be still
working after the end of
the project?

0
<= 3

How many young
researchers work on your
project? Please calculate
the number of young
researchers using FTE
Please indicate the number
of new job places
generated (or expected to
be generated) by the
project outputs (including
those related to the
creation of start-ups and
spin-offs). Please consider
a job place as a full-time
position for on year-time
Please indicate the number
of spin-off/start-ups
developed by the project
and its partners as a result
of project activities
To what extent do you
agree with the following
sentence: The project will
have an impact on
employment. Please
attribute a value from 1 to
6 where 1 is totally
disagree and 6 is totally
agree
To what extent do you
agree with the following
sentence:The project will
have an influence on the
percentage of people

0
<= 3

Value
0
0,5

more than
3

1
0
0,5

more than
3

1
0
0,5

more than
3
0
<= 3

1
0
0,5

more than
3

1

>= 1

1

0

0

<= 2
3 or 4
5

6

<= 2
3 or 4
5
6

0
0,25
0,75

1

0
0,25
0,75
1
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SO_IMPROVE_WORK

employed in the third
sector and, specifically, in
the SI sector. Please
attribute a value from 1 to
6 where 1 is totally
disagree and 6 is totally
agree
To what extent do you
agree with the following
sentence: Our project will
contribute to improve the
working practices of the
third sector and of
people/organisations
working in the field of SI.
Please attribute a value
from 1 to 6 where 1 is
totally disagree and 6 is
totally agree

<= 2
3 or 4
5

0
0,25
0,75

6

1

Impact on Knowledge Creation
Code Variable

Questions

ST_NAME_ARTICLE

Answers

Please list peer-reviewed and
non-peer review articles and
books, book's chapters,
conference proceedings and
other electronically published
or printed scientific outputs
(excluding deliverables)

1 peer rev
1 non-peer
rev
1 peer rev

ST_AUTOR

Title

1 non-peer
rev
1 peer rev

ST_ISSN

ISSN

1 non-peer
rev
1 peer rev

ST_PEER_CHK

ST_NUM_IPRS

- 39 -

is peer-reviewed?

Please indicate the number of
IPRs developed by the project

Value
1

0,25

1
0,25
1
0,25
1

1 non-peer
rev

0,25

0
<= 5

0
0,25
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Number of policy
recommendations developed
by the project

ST_NUM_POLICY

ST_NUM_REGUL_CHANGE_UPDATE

Number of
policies/regulations/laws
changed or updated by the
project
Number of institutions created
or changed by the project

ST_NUM_INST_CHANGE

between 5
and 15

0,75

more than
15

1

0
<= 3

0
0,5

more than
3
0
<= 1

1
0
0,75

more than
1
0
<= 1

1
0
0,75

more than
1

1

Annex 3 – Innovation Impact
Innovation Readiness
Code Variable

IR_Q3

Questions

Answers

Is the innovation developed within
the project

under development

0

developed but not
exploited

1

being exploited

2

done

1

planned in the project
IR_Q10.1

IR_Q10.5

- 40 -

Value

0,5

Technology transfer

Prototyping

not planned

0

desiderable

0

done

1
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planned in the project
Not planned

0

desiderable

0

done

1

planned in the project
IR_Q10.6

Pilot, Demonstration or Testing
activities

0

desiderable

0

done

1

not planned

0

desiderable

0

done

1

IR_Q19

- 41 -

0,5

Launch a start-up or spin-off
not planned

0

desiderable

0

done

1

planned in the project
IR_Q10.13

0,5

Feasibility study

planned in the project
IR_Q10.8

0,5

not planned

planned in the project
IR_Q10.7

0,5

0,5

Other

When do you expect that such
innovation could be

not planned

0

desiderable

0

≤12

1
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commercialised? (answer only if
62(a) is selected)

IR_GQ4e

Code Variable

- 42 -

˃12 ≤ 24
˃24 ≤ 36
˃36 ≤ 60
˃60
YES

0,75
0,5
0,25
0
0

No workforce's skills issues that
could compromise the ability of a
project partner to exploit the
NO
innovation
Market Potential
Questions

IR_Q4

Characterise the type of innovation
(only to be answered if 3b or 3c is
selected)

IR_Q14

Market size: What is the market size for
this innovation

IR_Q6

Will the innovation be introduced to the
market or deployed within a partner

IR_Q15

Market maturity: The market for this
innovation is…

IR_Q16

Market dynamics: is the market…

IR_Q17

Level of innovation: What is the level
of innovation

1

Answers
b
d
f
a
c
e
h
j
g
i
l
k
a
e
b
c
d
f
a
b
c
a
b
c
a
b
c
a
b
c

Value
1
1
1
0,75
0,75
0,75
0,5
0,5
0,25
0,25
0
0
0,5
2
0,75
1
1,5
0
2
1
0
0
1
0,5
0
0,5
1
0
0,25
0,5
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IR_Q18

Market competition: How strong is
competition in the target market?

d
e
a
b
c

0,75
1
1
0,5
0

more than 8
IR_Q13.3

IR_GQ5

Indicate the needs of partner to fulfil
their market potential

Indicate how many patents have been
applied for by the project

0

from 4 to 7

0,25

from 1 to 3

0,75
1
0,5
1

0
˂2
≥2

Innovation Management
Code Variable
IR_Q8

Questions

Answers

Is there a clear owner of the innovation in the
consortium or multiple owners?

IR_Q10.2

Engagement by Industrial research team of one
of their company's business units in project
activities

a
b
done
planned in the
project

IR_Q10.4

- 43 -

1
0
1
0,5

not planned

0

desiderable

0

done

1

planned in the
project
IR_Q10.3

Value

0,5

Business plan

Market study

not planned

0

desiderable

0

done

1

planned in the
project

0,5
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not planned

0

desiderable

0

done

1

planned in the
project
IR_Q10.10

Application for private or public investment
not planned

0

desiderable

0

done

1

planned in the
project
IR_Q10.11

IR_GQ2

Are there in the consortium internal IPR issues
that could compromise the ability of a project
partner to exploit new
products/solutions/services, internally or in the
market place?

not planned

0

desiderable

0

yes

0

no

1

done

1

- 44 -

0,5

Standardisation
not planned

0

desiderable

0

done

1

planned in the
project
IR_Q10.12

0,5

Securing private investment

planned in the
project
IR_Q10.9

0,5

0,5

Securing public investment
not planned

0

desiderable

0
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end user in the
consortium

1

end user consulted
IR_GQ1

0,5

How does the consortium engage end-users?
no end user in the
consortium or
consulted

IR_GQ9

0

very low
low
average
high
very high
non

How would you rate the level of commitment of
relevant partners to exploit the innovation?

0
0
0,5
1
1
0

Innovator Ability
Code Variable

IR_Q12_Pname

Score of innovation

- 45 -

Questions
Number of innovations in the
project for which an
organisation is identified as a
key organisation(s) in the
project delivering this
innovation

Score of innovation for which an
organisation is identified as a
key organisation(s) in the
project delivering this
innovation

Answers

Value

1
2

0,5
0,75

3

1

score between 0-1

0-1
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IR_GQ10

IR_Q9_Perc

IR_Q13.1

IR_Q13.1

IR_Q13.1

Please indicate the 1 partner
(excluding large enterprises) that
the panel considers to be the
most impressive in terms of
innovation potential

less than 1

1

0

0

Percentage of "ownership"

100

100

No needs
Between 1 and 2
Between 3 and 4
Between 5 and 6

1
0,75
0,5
0,25

Indicate the needs of partner 1
to fulfil their market potential

Indicate the needs of partner 2
to fulfil their market potential

Indicate the needs of partner 3
to fulfil their market potential

More than 6

0

No needs

1

Between 1 and 2

0,75

Between 3 and 4

0,5

Between 5 and 6

0,25

More than 6

0

No needs

1

Between 1 and 2

0,75

Between 3 and 4

0,5

Between 5 and 6

0,25

More than 6

0

Innovator Environment
Code Variable
IR_GQ1

- 46 -

Questions
How does the consortium
engage end-users?

Answers
end user organisation in the
consortium

Value
1
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IR_GQ7

IR_GQ9

According to the last project
review - if any - the review
panel considered the project
performance in terms of
innovation?

How would you rate the
level of commitment of
relevant partners to exploit
the innovation?

end user organisation
outside of the consortium is
consulted

0,5

no end user organisation in
the consortium or consulted

0

exceeding expectations

1

meeting expectations

0,5

performing below
expectations

0

very low
low
average
very high
high
non

0
0
0,5
1
1
0

General information
Code Variable

Questions

Answers

Value

0
<= 5
ST_NUM_RESEARCH

- 47 -

Indicate the number of
researchers in the project

0
0,25

between 5
and 10

0,5

between 10
and 15

0,75
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GN_MONITORING_SYSTEM

GN_RISK
EC_SELL_OUTPUTS

Do you foresee a regular
(yearly) internal
monitoring/evaluation /system
beside the reviews performed by
the EC?
Do you have a risk assessment
system?
Do you actually sell or do you
think you will sell in the next
future this project output?

more than 15

1

Yes

1

No

0

Yes
No
Yes

1
0
1

No

0

Transferability
Code Variable

Questions

EC_CORE_DEVELOPER

Indicate the number of
external developers who
contributed to the
development of the
software you made
available as open source

Answers
0
<5
between 5 and
10
more than 10
0
<= 25

EC_NUM_DOWNLOAD

Indicate the number of
downloads of this open
source output

between 25 and
100
between 100
and 250
more than 250

TRL_NUM

- 48 -

Technology Readiness
Level

<=3
4 or 5
6 or 7
8
9

Value
0
0,5
0,75
1
0
0,25
0,5

0,75
1
0
0,25
0,5
0,75
1
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Technology readiness
Code Variable

EC_RATE_API

EC_OPEN_PROJ

- 49 -

Questions

Answers

How would you rate the
availability of API
access/use by external to the
project actors till now?
Please attribute a value from
1 to 6 where 1 is no
access/use and 6 is total
access/use
To what extent do you agree
with the following sentence:
Our project is an open
innovation project. Please
attribute a value from 1 to 6
where 1 is totally disagree
and 6 is totally agree

<= 2

Value
0

between 3 and 4

0,25

5

0,75

6

1

<= 2

0

between 3 and 4

0,25

5

0,75

6

1
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